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THE JESUITS, THE DEVIL,

AND POLLUTION IN JAPAN

The Context of a Syllabus of Errors

J.S.A. Elisonas
Indiana University

When the Basque priest Francis Xavier and his two fellow Jesuits, Padre
Cosme de Torres and Irmão Juan Fernández, landed in Kagoshima in 1549 to
found the Christian mission of Japan, they did not come completely unin-
formed. Indeed, thanks to the overly great enthusiasm and small expertise of
their informants, they bore with them from India the picture of a Japanese
wonderland, a country where “almost all the rules” of the dominant religion
were “in conformity with ours.”1 The missionaries had surrendered to wish-
ful thinking. They visualised too much of themselves in the Other.

Their distant vision had been faulty, and they were not cured of their
delusions on the spot. On returning to India after two difficult years in Japan,
Xavier remained full of praise for the national character of the Japanese.
“Such a prudent and talented people, eager for knowledge, obedient to reason,
endowed with many other good qualities,” he wrote to Europe, “cannot fail
to yield much fruit.”2 With the accumulation of experience, however, came a
measure of disillusion, and Xavier’s successors were less certain about their
prospects. By 1557, for instance, Padre Gaspar Vilela (who had arrived in the
country the year before) was wondering how to explain the “great perplexity”
he felt at the sight of “people who are white, and prudent in their worldly cus-
toms, yet so bereft of the knowledge of their creator.”3

BPJS, 2001, 1, 3 - 27

1 Nicolò Lancillotto SJ, “first report” on Japan compiled for Ignatius Loyola, General SJ, third draft,
autograph (Cochin, 28 December 1548): “In questo quaderno se contene la informatione de una insu-
la che se è discoperta novamente nella parte setentrionale, chiamata Giapan,” in Documentos del
Japon 1547-1557, ed. Juan Ruiz-de-Medina SJ, Monumenta Historica Japoniae 2: Monumenta
Missionum Societatis Iesu 52: Monumenta Historica Societatis Iesu 137 Rome, Instituto Histórico de
la Compañía de Jesús, 1990, doc. 8, p. 55. This is one of the reports treated in detail in J.S.A. Elisonas,
“An Itinerary to the Western Paradise: Early European Reports on Japan and a Contemporary
Exegesis,” Itinerario, 20.3 (1996): 25-68.
2 Francis Xavier SJ to the Jesuits of Europe, Cochin, 29 January 1552, Documentos del Japon
1547–1557, doc. 56, p. 312.
3 Gaspar Vilela SJ to the Jesuits of Portugal, Hirado, 29 October 1557, ibid., doc. 127, p. 705.

Editor’s note: Due to technical difficulties we were not yet able to introduce the usual character for long vowels in Japanese.
Therefore we have used ^ for noting such sounds.

 



The solution to the seeming paradox had of course already been dis-
covered. Padre Baltasar Gago perhaps explained it best in a letter he wrote to
fellow Jesuits in 1555. In some regards, matters appeared to be satisfactory.
Not only did the lord of Yamaguchi favour the Christian mission, Gago
reported, but also the converts there treated their padre with much love and
obedience. All was not well with Japan, however. How could this “white peo-
ple, so well - proportioned and handsome, and so polished in human ways
that nothing is lacking in their manner” nevertheless sink to depravities “so
foul and vile and beyond all good sense and reason”? The Enemy never rests,
was the answer. Basically, there was nothing wrong with the Japanese except
that they were in the clutches of the devil.4

Misled by excessively enthusiastic reports compiled in India before any
missionary had set foot in Japan, the famous French savant Guillaume Postel,
a man who was in general subject to excess enthusiasms, wrote in a book pub-
lished in Paris in 1553 that despite a drift from orthodoxy caused by the pas-
sage of time, the failure of human memory, and the negligence of ignorant
priests, the “Law of Jesus Christ” prevailed in Japan-“he who does not see
that has no eyes.” Identifying Shaka, that is, Sâkyamuni, the historical
Buddha, with Jesus, Postel asserted that “XACA is adored there as IESVS
CHRIST CRVCIFIED.”5 By then, however, “Xaca and Ameda, and all the
rest” of the Buddhas had been demonised by none other than Xavier himself,6

and the Jesuits of Japan were well on their way to compiling a syllabus of
errors that condemned all of Japanese religion. 

That text, superscribed “Summary of the errors in which the heathen of
Japan live and of some heathen sects on which they principally rely” and attri-
buted to Cosme de Torres or to Juan Fernández, was presented by Torres to
Padre Melchior Nunes Barreto, the Jesuit Provincial of India, during Barreto’s
visit to Japan in 1556.7 It begins with an account of beliefs and practices asso-
ciated with the religion that grew out of the native Japanese tradition and is
known as Shinto, the Way of the Gods. There follows the exposition of “ano-
ther sect, which is called bupoo” - Buppô, the Law of the Buddhas - “and is
divided into eight or nine sects.” This second, longer part of the “Summary” is
of considerable interest, and a close look at it would be rewarding. On balance,
however, the shorter part, which deals with Shinto, is the more significant portion.

4 J.S.A Elisonas

4 Baltasar Gago SJ to the Jesuits of India and Portugal, Hirado, 23 September 1555, ibid., doc. 114,
pp. 561-562.
5 Elisonas, “An Itinerary to the Western Paradise” p. 50; Postel’s Des merveilles dv monde is discussed
on pp. 47-57.
6 Xavier, Documentos del Japon 1547–1557, doc. 56, p. 308.
7 “Sumário dos erros en que os gentios do Japão vivem e de algumas seitas gentílicas en que princi-
palmente confiã,” ibid., doc. 124, pp. 652-667. Buddhism is treated from p. 659.
8 “Sumário,” p. 656. 



Historically, that religious tradition began to be codified in the sixth and
seventh centuries of our era, in response to the introduction of Buddhism and
within the context of the Japanese monarchy’s formation. The politically dom-
inant family group in the emergent state - the founders of the Japanese impe-
rial dynasty - sought to justify their arrogation of power by referring it to their
divine ancestors’ creation of the land, conquest of the domain, and pacifica-
tion of the people they ruled. Hence, as the Jesuit missionaries had learned by
the time they composed the “Summary,” there is a strong euhemeristic strain
in Shinto. As yet, they lacked the experience to realise how much this religion
had been penetrated by Buddhism; accordingly, they made a decided distinc-
tion between the two. It would, however, be fair to say that in the 1550s
Shinto existed only as an ingredient in an institutional and doctrinal amalgam. 
The doctrine which defined that amalgam had been current in Japanese reli-
gious circles since the middle of the Heian period (794-1185) and was known
as the theory of honji suijaku, “original substance manifests traces.” This syn-
cretist theory held that the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, adapting themselves to
circumstances in their grand scheme of salvation, had manifested themselves in
Japan in the form of Shinto deities. To be sure, since the thirteenth century a
counter-theory had also gained currency; it reversed the association, holding
that Japanese deities formed the base ground of all existence. Either way,
Shinto was to a large extent integrated with Buddhism. Taoist thought and Yin-
Yang theories had also contributed much to the formulation of Shinto doctrine.
In short, there never was a pristine set of native beliefs called Shinto - certain-
ly not in the sixteenth century. Shinto did not emerge as an independent struc-
ture until after the Meiji Revolution of 1868, when the new imperial govern-
ment established it as the national religion and a prop of the state, purging it
of external accretions in a fierce anti-Buddhist iconoclasm. In the “Summary,”
however, Shinto is set apart as a separate sect. To be sure, it is not called by
that name but described informally as seita dos camins, sect of the kami.

Its followers, the “Summary” asserts, principally adore twenty idols
whom they call camins-kami, the Japanese for “spirit,” “deity,” or “god” (the
term is used for “god” with either a lower–case or a capital G, nowadays) -
and whose origins are human, as their worshippers freely admit. “Human per-
sons of ancient times, natives of these kingdoms,” the kami are the ones who
built the foundations of society in Japan, which is therefore called terra de
chamins, the Land of the Gods.8

Twenty is not a number associated with any single group of prominent
Shinto deities, nor one gained by adding the members of such primary groups
as the three deities of creation (zôka no kami), the seven generations of the
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gods of heaven (amatsukami), and the five generations of the gods of earth
(kunitsukami). That in itself does not indicate lack of accuracy on the part of
the “Summary’s” authors or dearth of expertise on the part of their Japanese
informants. More likely, it merely reflects the general lack of accord among
mediaeval Shinto scholars, who disagreed regarding the names of the princi-
pal kami, their relative status, and the manner of counting their generations.9

Shintoists did not, however, “confess” that their paramount deities were all
“human persons (homens humanos).” That is, at best, an overly comprehen-
sive claim, and the assertion that follows - “They have no knowledge of the
creation of the world” - while no doubt true from the missionaries’ dogmatic
standpoint, appears rhetorically clumsy from a more neutral point of view, as
it is immediately contradicted by the text of the “Summary” itself, which
refers to a number of creation stories current in Shinto. 

First, the “Summary” cites the famous story found in the oldest Japanese
sources, Kojiki (Records of Ancient Matters; 712) and Nihon shoki
(Chronicles of Japan; 720), garbling it: The pair of divine progenitors, Izanagi
and Izanami - the seventh generation of the gods of heaven - is reduced to one
mortal. The Heavenly Jewelled Spear with which they stirred the primeval
brine, causing it to congeal and form the first of the Japanese islands, is trans-
formed into a great ladle (huma grande colher). And the rest of the phallic
myth-Izanagi’s proposal to Izanami, “Then let us, you and me, walk in a cir-
cle around this heavenly pillar and meet and have conjugal intercourse,” and
so forth - is contracted to the single (that is, lonely) wish, “Here I want to stay
and make progeny.”10

Another account, according to the “Summary,” holds that at the begin-
ning of the world “there was a great egg, which opened by itself. Its white rose
upwards and turned into heaven, as it was the lighter matter. The yolk, being
bulkier, remained below and turned into earth. Of it, as the female, and hea-
ven, as the male, all creatures were generated.” The original substance of this
passage may be retraced in mediaeval Shinto thought without difficulty. Its

6 J.S.A Elisonas

9 An excellent example of speculation on this topic, written from the syncretist standpoint, is the
anonymous treatise Tenchi reiki ki (before 1320), in Chûsei Shintô ron, ed. Ôsumi Kazuo, Nihon Shisô
Taikei 19 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1977), pp. 69-78; original kanbun text, pp. 278-281. In this text,
nine deities figure in the five generations of the gods of earth. A chart set out by Ôsumi on p. 78 seeks
to make order of various mediaeval theories regarding the seven generations of the gods of heaven,
classifying seventeen names in all.
10 “Sumário,” p. 655. Izanagi’s proposal to Izanami is quoted from Kojiki, tr. Donald L. Philippi
(Princeton: Princeton University Press and Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1969), pp. 49-51; Kojiki,
ed. Aoki Kazuo et al., Nihon Shisô Taikei 1 (1982), pp. 20–23. Cf. Nihon shoki, ed. Kojima Noriyuki
et al., I, Shinpen Nihon Koten Bungaku Zenshû 2 (Tokyo: Shôgakkan, 1994), 25-28.

 



locus classicus is San–wu li–chi (third century AD), one of the many Chinese
sources amassed by Shinto scholars seeking to develop a theoretical basis for
their cosmogony. Prominent among those authors is Watarai Ieyuki (1256-
1351), a priest of the Ise Shrines, who cites that Chinese work in his monu-
mental Ruijû jingi hongen (Classified Origins of the Deities; 1320) as follows:
“At a time when heaven and earth did not yet exist there was a chaos shaped
like an egg. [...] The pure and light [part] rose and became heaven, the turbid
and heavy descended and became earth, and the centrally harmonious breaths
became man. Thus heaven and earth joined their seeds [or: embraced each
other’s vitality] and the myriad things were born through transformation.”
Again, the “Summary” does not quite do justice to the imagery of the “hea-
then sect.” 11

To be sure, the Jesuit missionaries were looking not for stories of creation
but for knowledge of the Creator. Even so, in leaving these two accounts with-
out comment  - implicitly stamping them as unworthy of consideration - they
showed that they were underestimating their opponent. Classical East Asian
thought is sometimes said to be strong in cosmology but weak in cosmogony;
yet it did not tolerate a vacuum at the beginning of the universe. A good idea
of how that vacuum was filled may be formed from Part One of Watarai’s ela-
borate treatise, the very model of eclecticism, which contains citations of what
seems like every major East Asian explanation of the “opening up of heaven
and earth” - from the classic Book of Changes and the Lao Tzu through the
book called Huai–nan Tzu (itself an eclectic treatise, written in the second cen-
tury BC) and the Taoist work Lieh Tzu (third or fourth century AD [?]) to the
famous Diagram of the Great Ultimate by the Neo-Confucian philosopher
Chou Lien-hsi (1017-1073). The Chinese philosophical tradition is not the only
one consulted by Watarai, however. Of course the Japanese classics are inclu-
ded. Indeed, the Vedic tradition, too, makes an appearance via Buddhism to
buttress Shinto, as Vishnu is equated with Kunitokotachi no Mikoto (Eternal
Spirit of the Land) and Brahma with Ame no Minakanushi no Kami (Master of
the August Centre of Heaven).12 According to mediaeval Shinto theology, these
two deities were the first generation of the gods of heaven.13

7The Context of a Syllabus of Errors

11 “Sumário,” p. 656. Cf. Watarai Ieyuki, Ruijû jingi hongen (parts 1, 13, and 15), in Chûsei Shintô
ron, p. 89; original kanbun text, p. 284. For the original source, see Hsü Cheng, San–wu li–chi, in Yü-
han shan–fang chi–i shu, ed. Ma Kuo-han, IV (Taipei: Wen-hai Ch’u-pan-she, 1967), 2367–2368. The
Nihon shoki (pp. 18-19) begins with a variant of this story.
12 Watarai, pp. 101-102; original kanbun text, p. 288; names of the Shinto deities translated accor-
ding to Brian Bocking, A Popular Dictionary of Shintô (Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 1996), pp. 110
and 4-5 respectively.

 



So Shinto had almost a surfeit of cosmogonies; the problem faced by its
theologians was to select, adapt, and synthesise them. It may have been open
to accusations of prolificity and inconsistency, but it was a far more complex
religious system than first appeared to the Christian missionaries.

Apart from cosmogony, however, what issues did they address? Without
a question, the most interesting and important thing they have to say about
Shinto in their “Summary” has to do with ritual proscriptions. The believers of
the “sect of these camins,” we are told, keep five commandments. The first for-
bids them to eat beef, venison, or pork, especially before attending religious
services. The second affects menstruating women and those who come in con-
tact with them: A woman may not approach the place of worship during her
monthly period. She may “neither sleep nor eat with her husband, nor may
what she is to eat during this period either be cooked together with the food of
her husband and her household or at the same fire.” Indeed, to ensure that she
enter into converse with no one “until she is clean,” she is made to eat and
sleep in a house set apart from others. These precautions are taken because
menstruation is considered to be “the greatest defilement.” The third com-
mandment imposes the same restrictions on a woman who has given birth. The
fourth prescribes that “when someone’s father, son, or very close relative dies,
that person shall for forty days neither appear before the camim nor before his
king or the lord whom he serves or whose vassal he is.” Finally, the fifth com-
mandment states that when an injury is committed or even planned against
someone, the injured party shall ask the kami to kill or chastise the offender. 14

Who was behind these commandments? To the missionaries, the answer
was obvious. They were dealing with the devil. 

The padres sought to show the Japanese that Shinto must be the demon’s
very own sect (seita do demónio) by explicating the rationale that governed its
rules.15 As to the first commandment: The devil wants to be adored but is invis-
ible. His solution is to have himself worshipped in the form of an animal, so he
commands humans not to kill and consume animals but rather to honour them.
As to the second: The devil wants to draw humans into committing the sin of

8 J.S.A Elisonas

13 See the chart in Chûsei Shintô ron, p. 78. Which of the two was the first to appear at the creation
remained subject to debate. The Kojiki (Nihon Shisô Taikei 1, pp. 18–19; Philippi, pp. 47–48) attrib-
utes primacy to Ame no Minakanushi no Kami. Takamimusubi no Kami and Kanmusubi no Kami fol-
low; together, these three are called the three deities of creation. According to the Nihon shoki (pp. 18-
20), however, Kunitokotachi no Mikoto was the first to appear (he ranks sixth in the Kojiki).
According to Watarai, p. 120 (original kanbun text, p. 295), these two deities are designations of one
and the same Truth expressed under different names.
14 “Sumário,” pp. 656-657.
15 “Sumário,” pp. 657-659.



sodomy. To that end he tells them that it is sinful for a man to have intercourse
with his wife during her menstrual period or soon after she has given birth.
Third, the devil is against human birth on principle, being envious of those
about to be born; for they have the potential of going to Heaven, there to enjoy
the glory he himself has lost. He therefore encourages abortion and infanticide.
His fourth commandment is designed to make humans block out the memory
of death (por esqueserem da morte). Finally, the fifth commandment is meant
to counter the Christian principle that we should love those who do us evil and
pray for them.

In short, the kami are not divine but manifestations of the devil.
Naturally, those who adore them do not expect blessings in the life to come
but seek safeguards in this one; they worship the idols out of fear. That fear is
understandable, because the devil often enters into the bodies of human beings
and then maltreats the possessed, pretending to be a kami punishing the vio-
lation of one of the five commandments. At other times he persuades those he
has possessed that it is the fury of an animal tormenting them, not to be
assuaged until they have an image made of that animal. Or he insinuates to
people that they are about to become prey to a dead person’s vindictiveness
unless they erect a statue to that person. These are common devices used by
the devil so that he can be adored in visible form. (This abhorrence of graven
images sounds a trifle odd, coming from sixteenth–century Catholic clerics;
after all, the great iconoclasm that was about to sweep wide stretches of
Europe had none other but their churches as a target.) 

Interestingly, the Jesuits were not the only ones in Japan to attribute a
demonic nature to the Shinto gods. Their opinion in that regard was at least
partly shared by some of their Buddhist adversaries, the priests described in
the “Summary” as “bonzes in black robes” who “adore only Amida and none
other, neither Buddha (fotoque) nor cami.”16

That kami were widely disparaged if not utterly disdained in the Amidist
True Pure Land sect (Jôdo Shinshû), arguably the most powerful Buddhist
school in late mediaeval Japan, is notorious. The sect’s founder Shinran (1173-
1262) included their worship under the label “aberrant attachment to hereti-
cal teachings and pernicious falsehoods (gekyô jagi no ishû).”17 To be sure,
Shinran himself was willing to compromise, telling his followers not to discard
the native deities entirely, especially since disdain for the kami was sure to be
interpreted by the secular powers that be as defiance of authority. While
remaining single-minded in their devotion to Amida Buddha, the Shinshû

9The Context of a Syllabus of Errors

16 “Sumário,” p. 662. 



priests ceased, strictly speaking, to be exclusive. They took refuge in an expe-
dient and, however unenthusiastically, embraced the honji suijaku doctrine.

The Shinshû dogmatist Zonkaku (1290-1373) developed that syncretist
doctrine by classifying the Japanese deities into two categories. The first was
called gonsha, “expedient deities,” or reishin, “spirits with miraculous
powers.” These were avatars of the Buddhas, assisted the cause of the faith of
Amida, and were to be hallowed. The second was called jissha, “actual
deities.” These were jashin, “malevolent spirits,” and were to be shunned.18

Zonkaku’s treatise Shojin hongai shû (The True Intent of the Deities;
1324), influential in Shinshû circles throughout the Middle Ages, first outlines
the honji suijaku theory and then enters into specifics. We are told that the
“basic ground” or “original substance” (honji) of Kashima Daimyôjin, a deity
worshipped widely in Japan, is the Bodhisattva Jûichimen Kannon. The Sun
Goddess Amaterasu, too, is an avatar of Kannon, whereas her brother
Susanoo, the deity of the moon, has the Bodhisattva Seishi as his basic identi-
ty.19 As Kannon and Seishi iconographically are the standard ancillary figures
in the triad of which Amida occupies the centre, it is clear at this point where
Zonkaku’s argument is leading. 

Indeed, he goes on to show how the principal deities of the Shinto pan-
theon double for Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in what may be called a shadow
play devised for the purpose of bestowing grace on humankind. “Insofar as
their original substance is concerned, they differ severally, but they are all with-
out exception comprehended in Amida’s wisdom.” Moreover, since all the salu-
tary roads emanate from and lead to Amida, the argument can be reversed: “To
devote oneself to Amida means to turn to all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.

10 J.S.A Elisonas

17 Shinran, Kyôgyôshinsho (after 1235?), in Shinran, ed. Hoshino Genpô et al., Nihon Shisô Taikei
11 (1975 fifth printing), p. 226; original kanbun text, p. 400. This label is part of the topic sentence
of pt. 6B, the conclusion of Shinran’s treatise, where it sets off a lengthy disquisition, buttressed with
scriptural quotations, on the baselessness of worshipping miscellaneous gods and spirits. Further see
James C. Dobbins, Jôdo Shinshû: Shin Buddhism in Medieval Japan (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1989), pp. 57-60.
18 Zonkaku Kôgen, Shojin hongai shû, in Chûsei Shintô ron, pp. 182-192.
19 Zonkaku, pp. 184-186. Kashima Daimyôjin, the deity of a shrine located in Hitachi Province (now
Ibaraki Prefecture), is said to have manifested himself in various other places in Japan, most notably
at the Kasuga Shrine in Nara. Jûichimen Kannon: Ekâdasamukha, that is, the Bodhisattva
Avalokitesvara appearing in a form with eleven faces. Seishi: Mahâsthâmaprâpta.
Zonkaku’s command of the Shinto pantheon is shaky. In particular, his identification of Susanoo as the
moon deity lacks a scriptural basis, as that role is allotted to Susanoo’s and Amaterasu’s brother
Tsukuyomi or Tsukuyumi both in the Kojiki (Nihon Shisô Taikei 1, pp. 40-43; Philippi, pp. 70-71) and
in the Nihon shoki (pp. 36-37). To be sure, Zonkaku was not the only mediaeval author to equate
Susanoo with the moon deity. Among those who did so was the great Shinto theologian Yoshida
Kanetomo (1435-1511); see his Yuiitsu Shintô myôhô yôshû, in Chûsei Shintô ron, p. 235.



And that being so, their trace manifestations, the gods, need not be the objects
of any special devotion” - one serves them automatically by serving Amida.

What, then, is the character of those Shinto deities who do not fall into
the expedient category? In the main, they are the wandering spirits of living or
of dead humans and animals. Entering into people, they torment those whom
they possess; therefore, “in order to appease them, one worships them as
kami.” To do so is wrong; nevertheless, “among the spirits worshipped in this
world there are many of this sort.” (The same point is made in the Jesuits’
“Summary.”) Ancestor worship, too, leads to pernicious results, according to
Zonkaku: To deify one’s forebears and treat their graves as shrines, far from
ensuring blessings, is a delusion bound to bring on not only spiritual but also
bodily disasters. These, too, are false gods; in this philosophy, actual is the
antonym of true. The only cure is “single-minded devotion to Amida, the One
Buddha; for those who seek the Pure Land shall be protected day and night
by the [expedient] deities,” who shall dispel all dangers, keeping evil spirits at
a distance.20

By revealing the true character of the kami worshipped in Japan,
Zonkaku hoped to guide more people to the Buddhist path and in particular
to the practice of nenbutsu, the expression of faith in Amida. His method,
ingenious though in the end invidious to the native gods, did not lead Shinshû
out of its doctrinal quandary, however. That disdain for the kami persisted in
the True Pure Land sect despite such efforts at accommodation is evident, for
example, from the warning not to make light of the gods that is found here
and there in the pastoral letters (ofumi) of Rennyo (1415-1499), the true
architect of Shinshû’s greatness.21 Surely it was nothing other than widespread
practice that drew the repeated prohibitions.

In the end, the preachers of the True Pure Land faith, Japanese them-
selves, recognised the difficulty - if not undesirability - of proselytising among
the populace by a method that involved denying the value of some of the most
hallowed indigenous traditions. This is a problem that did not bother the far
more radical foreign missionaries, whose aim was to wipe out those traditions.
The padres had no scruples about playing the devil with the Shinto gods.

But why taint Satan with defilement? Why should he have to be the first
mover in a system of ritual pollution? There was ample proof to the contrary

11The Context of a Syllabus of Errors

20 Zonkaku, pp. 190-192.
21 See especially the pastoral letters dated Bunmei 6 (1474).I.11 and Bunmei 7.VII.15, which supply
compendious explanations of how the kami are instrumental in Amida’s work of salvation; Rennyo
Kenju, Ofumi, ed. Kasahara Kazuo, in Rennyo·Ikkô ikki, ed. Kasahara and Inoue Toshio, Nihon Shisô
Taikei 17 (1974 second printing), no. 29, pp. 48-49, and no. 46, pp. 73-74.



in the padres’ own tradition; all they had to do to find an analogous system of
divinely - not diabolically -  inspired rules was to read the Bible. On the topic
of sexual intercourse during menstruation, for instance, “The LORD said to
Moses, ... ‘If a man lies with a woman during her monthly period and has sex-
ual relations with her, he has exposed the source of her flow, and she has also
uncovered it. Both of them must be cut off from their people’” (Leviticus
20:18).22 Further, exhaustive rules on menstruation are found in chapter 15 of
Leviticus, which also deals with male secretions of the body; on childbirth in
chapter 12; on what may or may not be eaten in chapter 11 (dietary restric-
tions are also treated in Deuteronomy, chapter 14). 

To be sure, this particular priestly tradition had been interrupted or,
rather, superseded; it had become distant, irrelevant, and even objectionable
as far as the Jesuits were concerned. It was an article of faith for them as
Christians that the Mosaic Law had been supplanted by the New Testament.
So there was no reason for the first missionaries of Japan to pay any attention
to Leviticus, its lists of abominations, and the avoidances and observances it
prescribed - although “3 Bibles, one of them large” (as distinct from “6 New
Testaments”) were part of the inventory made of the baggage their provincial
Melchior Nunes Barreto in 1554 took with him from Goa to Japan.23 The
heritage of Leviticus had, however, persisted in their own church longer than
they could have known. The idea of pollution by blood, in particular, “seems
to have been a long time dying,” as Mary Douglas points out in her classic
analysis of the concepts of pollution and taboo. Even if “now it is difficult to
find instances of ritual uncleanness in Christian practice,” that was not always
the case. For example, the penitential of Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury,
a handbook of penance compiled at the end of the seventh century, “requires
from women 40 days of purgation after the birth of a child, and enjoins
penance of three weeks’ fast on any woman, lay or religious, who enters a
church, or communicates during menstruation.”24 The devil had no monopoly
on such laws.

The imputations of a direct satanic influence apart, however, the Jesuit
missionaries’ reports about the taboos practised in Japan were anything but
fantasies. An excellent contemporary source to consult in this regard is
Fusaaki oboegaki, a memorial written by the Shinto priest Tanamori Fusaaki
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of the Itsukushima Shrine. Among the patrons of this prominent religious
institution, located on an island off the shore of Aki Province (now Hiroshima
Prefecture) in the Inland Sea, were the daimyo Ôuchi Yoshitaka (1507-1551)
of Yamaguchi, Xavier’s sometime protector; Sue Harukata (1521-1555), the
baron who overthrew Yoshitaka in 1551 but continued to shelter the Jesuits;
and Môri Motonari (1497-1571), who defeated Harukata in a battle fought at
Itsukushima in 1555 and forced the missionaries to leave Yamaguchi.
Tanamori Fusaaki signed his memorial at the age of eighty-five in 1580, but
there is no doubt that it describes practices current at the shrine and on its
island during the time when the “Summary” was composed. On the topic of
pollution he has, among other things, the following to say.

Fires that raise a high plume of smoke are prohibited on the island.
Twice each year, however, the Buddhist temple that is part of the Itsukushima
Shrine holds special religious assemblies, drawing large crowds, and the rub-
bish they leave behind must of course be burnt. Moreover, “two or three times
a year, unpersons (hinin) go round the island, pick up bones and things that
have come drifting, and throw them away on the mainland.”

The death of a parent brings on various avoidances. The body is taken
by boat to the mainland. When the boat returns to Itsukushima, however,
the mourner is not permitted to get off it for seven days. He may then set
foot on shore, but only to attend to his needs. On the seventy-fifth day, he
is allowed to stay on land and to take up an abode in the remote hills of the
island; on the ninety-sixth, he is free at length to reenter his own house.
From the hundred and twenty-third day, it is again permissible for him to
join social gatherings.

From the seventh month of his wife’s pregnancy, a priest of the shrine does
not ascend to the sanctuary. The new mother may return to her own house on
the seventy-fifth day after giving birth, and is permitted to share the hearth with
members of priestly families from the eighty-first day. If her new-born dies
within the seventy-five days she is expected to spend in the parturition hut, then
the pollution is compounded and she reincurs the prescribed period of shunning. 

Those who eat food prepared at a fire used to cook venison are polluted
for seventy-five days, and they infect others who then share their hearth with
thirty-three days of pollution. The corresponding pollution levels caused by
wild boar meat are thirty-three days and twenty-one days.

The final pollutant discussed by Fusaaki is menstrual blood. Upon the
onset of her monthly period, a woman goes to stay in the remote hills for seven
days. She then enters a secondary phase of pollution. If she belongs to the
household of one of the shrine functionaries, she may leave the back hills on
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the ninth day, but must then take up lodging at a house other than her own, as
she is not yet permitted to enter a priestly dwelling. On the twelfth day she may
finally go home. Women from ordinary laymen’s families may return to their
homes on the ninth day and share meals with their families from the eleventh.25

Lest it be assumed that these prescriptions - directed as they are prima-
rily at a priestly audience in a self–contained and relatively isolated provincial
institution - are singular or at any rate idiosyncratic, it would be good to com-
pare them with the following, particularly detailed set of rules which was
issued in 1403 to the parishioners of a shrine in the heart of Uptown Kyoto:26 

GORYÔ SHRINE

REGULATIONS REGARDING POLLUTION AND AVOIDANCES

Item. One burdened with an avoidance, whether heavy or light, shall not attend
[the shrine].

Item. One afflicted with the menses may attend after eleven days have passed.

Item. One [whose wife (?)] has given birth may attend after ten days.

Item. One who has eaten wild boar may attend after fifty days have passed; one
who has eaten food prepared at the same fire, after thirty days; and another
who has in turn eaten food from that one’s fire, after three [times] seven days.

Item. One who has eaten meat (wild duck, flesh) may attend after five days have
passed.

Item. One who has eaten the meat of a quadruped may attend after seven days
have passed.

Item. One who has eaten fowl may attend after three days have passed.

Item. Regarding fish: [blank].
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Item. Lying with a woman is to be avoided for two nights [before attending the
shrine]. However, in the case of regularly scheduled monthly attendance,
just one night is enough.

Item. One who eats a meal prepared at the fire of a person burdened with a heavy
avoidance shall refrain from attending that day.

Item. One who eats a meal from the same fire as a woman within seven days of
her menstruating shall be indisposed that day.

Item. Pollution is transmitted in three stages, from

(A) the place where someone has died - fifty days; to

(B) the place of one who has visited A - thirty days; to

(C) the place of one who has visited B - thirty days.
The avoidance extends as far as C’s residence; from the fourth
stage, none is incurred.

Item. Birth pollution: the place of childbirth, thirty days. After seven days have
passed, the avoidance no longer extends to the second and the third stage.
However, if there is an intention to attend the shrine, intercourse shall be
stopped for three days (that is, the intervening two nights). [?]

Item. Miscarriage within three months is the same as death pollution for seven days;
from the fourth month, for thirty. The avoidance extends to the third stage.

Item. [Contact with] a cripple: seven days of pollution.

Item. Death of a household animal: five days of pollution.

Item. Birth of a household animal: three days of pollution.

These articles have been set down in ink at the shrine priests’ request. Obey
their intention!

First Secretary, Department of Divinity
Urabe no Asomi [cypher]

Especially noteworthy is the stress on the contagious nature of pollution
by contact with death. Seen in this context, the “Summary’s” insinuation that
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avoidances connected with death were inspired by the devil’s eagerness to make
people unmindful of the eternal predicate memento mori appears particularly
gratuitous. The Jesuits’ own reports make it appear that if anything, Japanese
of the sixteenth century were hypersensitive to death. Irmão Duarte da Silva,
writing in 1555 from Bungo, describes the treatment generally extended the
dead there as so heartless that when a father died, his children not only did not
give him a proper funeral but put his body away stealthily, out of the sight of
others. Indeed, even the “bonzes” - the Buddhist priests, from whom works of
mercy might have been expected - acted with cruel indifference to their fellow
monks: “When someone is about to die, they order him out, lest he die on them
in their house.” Silva condemns the impious attitude of the heathen and con-
trasts it with the spirit of veneration in which Christian burial was conducted;
all the Japanese who witnessed Christian funerary ceremonies were greatly edi-
fied, he says.27 Padre Gaspar Vilela, writing from Hirado in 1557, draws the
same contrast and the same conclusion. “They are accustomed to bury their
dead like dogs, without any ceremony,” Vilela observes before going on to note
that “whenever we go to bury someone, a multitude of heathen follow us to see
what we are going to do.”28 That these accusations of cruelty toward the dying
and callousness toward the dead in Japanese society were not unfounded can
be demonstrated without much difficulty from Japanese sources.

Two passages from the diary of the high–ranking imperial aristocrat
Sanjônishi Sanetaka (1455-1537) have become notorious for that reason. The
first is the entry for Eishô 2.XI.6 (1 December 1505), which reads: “Cold.
Raging storm. Toward evening, a maid (Umeeda) was suddenly seized with
paralysis and was obviously at death’s door. Accordingly, at nightfall we put
her out by the [river] Imadegawa. Unfortunate, unfortunate.” The other entry
is for Eishô 6.I.28 (17 February 1509), also in winter, and describes the final
disposition made of a court lady then in her eighty-eighth year; she had
entered service seventy years previously. As she was “old, sick, and helpless,”
it was decided that she could stay in the Sanjônishi household no longer and
had to be put away. She would be taken to a hut nearby and could consider
herself fortunate that a litter was available for that purpose.29

Sanjônishi Sanetaka, it will be noted, has not gone down in history as an
ogre. Rather, he is conventionally described as a “courtier, poet, and polymath”
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whose reputation rests “on his maintenance and transmission of the highest
cultural standards” in an age of brutality.30 Indeed, the historians who cite
these passages from his diary invariably point out that he was the foremost
intellect of his era, the Muromachi period (1394-1573).31

The courtier Madenokôji Tokifusa (1394-1457) does not enjoy quite the
same renown, but his diary is just as illustrative of Muromachi-period mores.
On Kakitsu 1 (1441).III.17, for example, he writes about a maid who had
been ill for some weeks. When she took a turn for the worse, Tokifusa states,
he began worrying about the possible consequences for him: Should the maid
die under his roof, there would be complications about attendance at court
and visits with military aristocrats, the shared hearth, and so forth. So
Tokifusa ordered her taken away to a “beggar’s house (kojiki no ie).” The
maid left his house about six that evening. Before midnight, she was dead, and
Tokifusa congratulated himself on his narrow escape: “So there was no pollu-
tion. Excellent!” A little more than a month later, on IV.25, he had occasion
to report on the death of a fellow courtier’s mother: “Before his entire house
was polluted, he moved the sick person to his neighbour’s.” (The neighbour
was an aozamurai, a type of samurai in service to courtiers. Presumably, he
was in no position to refuse.)32

The problem uncovered by these sources - Jesuit and Japanese - is one of
the most discussed questions in the recent historiography of mediaeval
Japan.33 The debate has to do not so much with the notion of pollution per se
as with its instrumentality in perpetuating aristocratic dominance over socie-
ty, that is, in defining (and subjugating) social groups that are associated with
“cleansing” services (kiyome) and are therefore permanently polluted - those
“unpersons” collecting offal of whom we caught a glimpse in Tanamori
Fusaaki’s memorandum. Note that the word here translated as “unperson,”
hinin, is written with two characters that literally mean “not human.”
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In setting the terms of the discussion, the social historian Yokoi Kiyoshi
stressed at the outset that what he calls shokue shisô - pollution - mindedness
(shokue is written with two characters that mean “to touch, to come in con-
tact with” and “filth”) - in mediaeval Japan was not just a set of ideas governing
ritual behaviour but rather an instrument of social domination. According to
him, the origins of this complex of thought are diffuse, and the Shinto notion
of kegare - impurity of a physical or spiritual kind - is only a part of it. At a
simple level, the stain of kegare can be easily removed by misogiharae, an act
or a ceremony of purification common in Shinto practice. At a more complex
level, impurity is caused by the evil workings of the something or someone (in
the Jesuit parlance, without a doubt the devil) that brings on distress, disease,
disaster, death. To “come in contact with filth” means to be entrapped and
dominated by this force, and is therefore to be feared and avoided at all costs.
All efforts must be directed at escaping the entrapment. Among them are the
preventive measures called imi, avoidances or taboos.

In seeking the sources of shokue shisô, Yokoi found a layer that ante-
ceded Shinto’s development as a religion, locating it in the “depths of a world
of prayer maintained by ‘primitiveness,’ regardless of ethnicity.” Another
major influence, according to him, was On’yôdô, the “Way of Yin and Yang,”
a Chinese import. At its distant Chinese origins, Yin-Yang thought had been
used to organise astronomical and calendrical systems, and had perhaps been
based on natural observation. By the time it entered Japan, however, On’yôdô
had become a mélange of speculative, mysterious, and magical ideas and prac-
tices used to ward off danger and dispel damage. The third and most impor-
tant source of “pollution-mindedness” identified by Yokoi was Buddhist. To
be specific, it issued from the Buddhism of the Amidist Pure Land schools.
Pure Land teachings had captured the imagination of Japanese aristocrats as
early as the eleventh century; by the sixteenth, they were widely diffused
among all social classes in Japan. These teachings presented an explicit con-
trast between Amida Buddha’s realm of perfect purity and our world, which
they designated a “terrain of filth (edo);” they described the human body as
inherently impure. Thus, according to Yokoi, Pure Land thought added the
complication of internal corruption to the earlier view of pollution as some-
thing caused by an external agent.34

Yokoi’s construct has not met with unanimous approval. Particularly
susceptible to criticism has been his nebulous notion of a primitive urge to
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propitiate, a pre-religious layer imbedded deeply in the Japanese sense of what
polluted and was to be shunned. Anthropologists have shown that the
“primitive” farming populations of the Japanese archipelago were unbur-
dened with any sort of anaphylaxis regarding death and were, on the contrary,
rather nonchalant about its occurrence. That layer cannot have been so pro-
found, in that case.35 There is, however, ample and irrefragable evidence that
imperial aristocrats had a hypertrophied sense of kegare. Theirs was not an
ordinary abhorrence of death. As to the reasons why, Japanese scholars tend
to be of one mind regarding a major point: The aristocrats sought to keep the
sacred precincts in which their ruler, the descendant of the gods, resided - the
palace, the capital city, and by extension the imperial government, indeed, the
entire realm - free of contamination. To control pollution therefore became the
business of the state.36 “Cleansing” organisms multiplied to feed the bloated
kegare complex of the mediaeval elite. That is how the various categories of
“unpersons” were created. The Japanese obsession with defilement, long
assumed to go all the way back to primitive Shinto if not beyond, was accor-
ding to this new interpretation a product of the Middle Ages.

The danger of pollution was omnipresent, as shown in the Jesuit
“Summary of the errors in which the heathen of Japan live” no less than in the
Japanese documents cited above. It could be incurred under a variety of cir-
cumstances, by one’s own positive action or unavoidable indisposition as well
as by contagion from others. We have seen that among its occasions were
human death and human birth; miscarriage; menstruation; ordinary sexual
intercourse; the death or the birth of a household animal; eating meat; eating
food prepared at a fire associated in one way or another with defilement;
physical deformity; and coming in contact with common rubbish, not to speak
of “things that have come drifting.” Ordinarily, pollution spread through
well-defined and limited circles - from A to B to C, no farther. But there were
also extraordinary cases, when it extended nation-wide. To cite a classical
example, upon the death of Shogun Minamoto no Yoritomo in 1199, Yin-
Yang diviners declared that “polluted air” was spreading throughout the
realm, and a national pollution alert was issued by the imperial court; shrines
were forced to postpone services until the alert was lifted more than two
weeks later.37 The carnage that took place in Kyoto at the outbreak of the
great civil war of the Ônin and Bunmei years (1467-1477) also caused a state
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of national pollution to be proclaimed. It did not necessarily take the death of
a lofty personage or a massive slaughter of people to bring on such a catas-
trophic state, however. Two days before the end of the year Kakitsu 1, for
instance, a labourer fell into a well and died on the imperial palace grounds.
That polluted the residence of the emperor, the sacrosanct figure in whose
propinquity purity absolutely had to be preserved. Moreover, it was practical-
ly New Year’s eve. Again, a national disaster  - tenka no shokue, pollution of
the realm - was proclaimed.38

The need to maintain the emperor as the absolute subject of purity
brought about what the mediaevalist Ôyama Kyôhei calls a “bizarre parsing”
of the status of the discriminated and downtrodden,39 best illustrated by the
information that Madenokôji Tokifusa entered in his diary on Shôchô 1
(1428).VI.10. Tokifusa noted that kawaramono (riverbed dwellers) - “that is,
eta” - used to be permitted inside the grounds of the imperial palace to do gar-
den work. “Since they are impure, this was found improper, so it was stopped
last year. Now sanjomono (that is, shômonji) are summoned.” Shômonji were
a diffuse group that characteristically included people associated with magic
and with miscellaneous performance arts. In the same entry Tokifusa states
that sarugaku performers were banned from entering the palace grounds after
lots were thrown to determine the “divine judgement (shinryo)” in the matter.
In other words, one group of “purifiers” was banned because it was found to
be impure through and through, to be replaced by another that was considered
less so; and one group of performers was kept from entering the palace
grounds to put on their “songs and dances” while another was permitted
inside to make sure that everything in the garden was lovely.40

Eta, a word that is never used now, at least in public, is written with two
characters meaning “filth” and “much.” In the Japanese-Portuguese
Vocabvlario published by the Jesuits in Nagasaki in 1603-1604 (not only an
invaluable guide to the language but also a useful index to the society of late
mediaeval Japan), eta - “that is, chôri” - are defined as “certain low people
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who among other things are employed in flaying dead horses & oxen, & in
doing various things with the hide.” Chôri also has an entry of its own that
gives an additional meaning: “Those who flay dead beasts or oxen, or head-
man who acts as the overseer of lazars.” Save for the specification “head-
man,” this is a definition shared in substance with kawaramono, “one who
flays dead beasts & acts as the overseer of lazars.” (Lazar is an archaic term,
taken from Middle English, for a poor and sorely ill person, especially one
afflicted with Hansen’s disease.) Sanjomono are not defined, but shômonji are:
“certain people like dancing sorcerers & diviners, who engage in prayers,
spells, &c.” The same terms that are applied to shômonji - “sorcerer or divi-
ner” - are also used to define a practitioner of prognostication by the Yin-
Yang method, on’yôji, additionally described in Japanese as “one who engages
in divination, that is, doctor.” (Unlike shômonji, however, Yin-Yang practi-
tioners are not viewed as overlapping with dancing entertainers, bailadores.)
Sarugaku are “persons who put on morality plays or farces.” One or two more
sub-classes ought to be added to this list. The first is kojiki. One should think
that to be a plain enough word for “beggar,” and that is how it is defined in
the Vocabvlario, but with the added notation: “In the Nagasaki region, lazar.”
There remains raijin: “Lazar, or leper.”41

One of the reasons the shômonji were permitted to take over gardening
duties in the imperial palace probably was that they were affiliated in some
sort of a subordinate capacity with a noble patron, a characteristic of san-
jomono groups in general. Moreover, even if the profession of vulgar enter-
tainers was considered to be low-class, they were not thought to be polluting
in and of themselves. Neither was the case with the people called kawara-
mono, “that is, eta.” As a category, they were associated with the worst sort
of pollution, involved as they were not only with the normal scene of death
and the disposal of corpses but also with the scenes of slaughter and execution.
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Theirs was not the sort of affliction that could be remedied by a purifying act
of misogiharae. Not only were they permanently infected with pollution, they
generated it. These unfortunates were despised in late mediaeval Japan as a
thoroughly alien element: Contaminated externally and internally, they were
the scum of society. Their descendants are the victims of discrimination to the
present day. It is worth reiterating that the kawaramono and their boss, called
chôri, were put in charge of the supervision of “lazars.”

Few institutions in mediaeval Japan concerned themselves with the wel-
fare of the poor, the lame, the sick, and the dying. One of them was the group
of born-again Buddhists known as the Jishû (Timely sect). The world of this
Pure Land school and its wandering preachers overlapped with that of the
“unclean” and downtrodden; it had room for the lazars and lepers, those
afflicted with “filthy” diseases; it extended to the margins of society, as far as
the riverbed, the habitation of the eta. Another of those rare institutions
appeared at the very end of the Middle Ages. It shall be pointed out to the great
credit of the Jesuits, aliens themselves, that it was the early Christian mission.

The centre of the Jesuits’ charitable activities in the 1550s was Funai,
the castle town of the daimyo of Bungo in northeastern Kyushu, Ôtomo
Yoshishige (later known as Ôtomo Sôrin and as Dom Francisco; 1530–1587).
Portuguese ships had been calling at Bungo harbours since the middle 1540s;
Xavier visited there in 1551; the Jesuits established a permanent mission in
Funai in 1553; and it became their Japanese headquarters after they were
forced to leave Yamaguchi in 1556. By 1554 they were operating what by
stretching the definition may perhaps be called a rudimentary type of dispen-
sary in Funai. According to Irmão Duarte da Silva, the missionaries’ concern
for the cure of bodies as well as of souls started when a man whose vision
was impaired converted to Christianity and fully regained his sight. The fame
of this cure drew to Funai the sick “from all parts and with all infirmities -
the blind, the leprous, the dumb, and those with fevers and other diseases.”
Those who were healed invariably turned Christian themselves; moreover,
each of them also attracted “two, three, ten, and fifteen” others to
Christianity. Thus “a great part of the poor of this land were made Christian,
including [nota bene] their boss (o maioral delles).” First they came to learn
prayers, “then to ask for charity.” Silva notes that the only “corporal medi-
cine” made available at this so-called infirmary was holy water, reputed to be
so effective against eye disease in particular that people came for it from ten
or twelve leagues away.42

By 1557 the Jesuits had a doctor of medicine and qualified surgeon,
Irmão Luis de Almeida, in their ranks in Funai and could contemplate open-
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ing a serious hospital. (Almeida, a Portuguese merchant with a Jewish back-
ground, had dedicated a considerable part of his fortune to the foundation of
an orphanage in Funai in 1555; he was admitted to the Society of Jesus in that
city the following year.) They realised, according to Padre Gaspar Vilela, that
they were proposing something thoroughly novel and not necessarily attrac-
tive to their Japanese hosts, who in spite of their better impulses considered it
“defiling and base (cousa çuja e baixa) to mingle with the poor.” True enough,
when approached on the matter, the daimyo equivocated. The Jesuits, however,
went ahead and built a “large house” for their hospital. There were two sepa-
rate wards, one for fevers and relatively light diseases, the other for “lepers,
of whom there is the greatest abundance in this land. Before long, a goodly
throng of them had gathered.” Almeida had a Japanese colleague (praised by
Vilela as a “virtuous man, a man of letters ..., and a great physician”) who had
become a Christian, been baptised with the name of Paulo, and joined the
Jesuit Order. Paulo made house calls, even to distant locations, and distributed
herbal medicines and alms “to the poor and to widows.” A poor box was kept
in the church of Funai for that purpose. “All sorts of people come and are
cured. We give them medicines from our house, because most of the people are
very poor,” Vilela reiterated. He looked forward to the growth of the hospi-
tal’s activities, for the greater glory of God.43

In June 1561, however, Almeida withdrew from the hospital he had run
expertly for four years. The reason given in a letter his confrère Juan
Fernández wrote from Funai a few months later is simply that Almeida
“stopped healing bodies and began to heal souls.”44 The latter, of course, was
and is the first priority and a totally unexceptionable motive for a missionary.
For all that, it is hard to believe that the greater demand for the cure of souls
- put another way, the dearth of catechists - would by itself have justified
Almeida’s abandoning his medical practice. After all, it had by all accounts
been precisely his medical work that attracted a great many people to
Christianity. His quitting it for work in the field must, from that standpoint,
have been counterproductive. What is the alternative explanation? There had
always been trouble with canon law about priests’ engaging in medicine or
surgery. Certainly, exceptions had been made; for that matter, Almeida was
not yet a priest. Nevertheless, the suspicion remains that Almeida was ordered
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to discontinue his medical mission by his superiors, who may have been acting
on the orders of their own superiors in Rome.45 Whatever the case may be, the
Jesuits’ Funai hospital languished after Almeida left.

Apropos of that hospital I once wrote: “The intention was most charita-
ble, and the medical success quite gratifying; but the results of charity were
not what the padres had hoped. The hospital was popular among the very
poor; but persons of quality were reluctant to associate with missionaries who
left themselves open to contamination with the most dreadful afflictions.”46

The statement may now be clarified: The “persons of quality” were not afraid
of catching a disease. They did not want to be polluted. 

Can the Christened “boss” - maioral - of the “poor of this land,” men-
tioned by Silva, be identified with the chôri of the kawaramono of the Funai
area, the “headman who acts as the overseer of lazars”? Without more evi-
dence, it would be rash to do so.47 Whether or not that was the case, however,
it is clear that as long as they permitted the scurvy and the leprous to flock to
them, the Jesuit missionaries would be associated with the apparatus of pol-
lution. At the very least, they would be contaminated in the eyes of their noble
patrons; at worst, they would be considered contaminants. They themselves
risked becoming orifices that produced filth.

The Jesuits would in successive decades amend their mission method in
Japan with the intention of accommodating themselves better to the elite;
eventually, they adopted the refined public manner of Zen monks as their
model. A relative crudeness is, however, the hallmark of their mission in the
1550s. Their populist phase in Bungo is distinguished by at least one truly
magnificent gesture of disdain for “pollution-mindedness,” and that spectacu-
lar demonstration of scorn for the Enemy deserves to be fully noted. The occa-
sion was Easter 1557. “As it was a memorable day, the day of a great feast, we
invited all the Christians, amounting to 400 people and more,” Vilela writes.48

“For this banquet we had bought a cow. So we gave them rice cooked with the
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beef, and all ate with great pleasure. Afterwards, many poor came, and of
what was left over [lacuna in original]. And thus they praised the Lord inward-
ly as well as outwardly. He whose wish it is to be glorified and praised even
unto these distant regions, blessed be His name.”
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Abstract

The reports of the Jesuit mission to Japan (1549-c. 1640) are the earliest
comprehensive source of Western knowledge about that country. Within this corpus,
the document known as the “Summary of the errors in which the heathen of Japan
live and of some heathen sects on which they principally rely” (1556) marks a dis-
tinctive moment in the Jesuit representation of Japanese religious life. 

An early-modern exercise in comparative religion, the “Summary” - attribu-
ted to either of two missionaries, Cosme de Torres or Juan Fernández - classifies and
evaluates Japanese religions against an explicit norm: Christianity. Beliefs and prac-
tices that challenge the norm are identified, often with considerable subtlety of rea-
soning, as the work of the Devil. If the Japanese, who seemed to embody so many
qualities attributed to the self - a “white people,” as the mission’s founder Francis
Xavier described them, “prudent and talented” - nevertheless persisted in ways the
padres found perverse, this was explained, not by constructing them as an alien race
who were corrupt in some organic sense, but rather by locating that corruption in
the workings of a diabolic will. 

Arrestingly, the “Summary” defines Shinto as a religion independent of
Buddhism - a designation that only attained the status of social fact in the nineteenth
century, with the modern state’s refiguration of Shinto as a nationalist ideology.
Nevertheless, the Jesuits were not the only premodern party to argue for this dis-
tinction, as references to medieval Japanese sources, including both nativist and
Buddhist polemicists, make clear. Instructive similarities as well as differences
emerge from this comparison among Western and Japanese theological arguments. 

Pursuing further the project of contextualization, the author focuses on two
sites at which the authority claims of Shinto were identified and contested by the
“Summary”: cosmogonic narratives and ritual prescriptions governing the mainte-
nance and containment of purity and pollution. A discussion of the latter problem
invokes the argument, current among Japanese historians, that pollution taboos
functioned as an ideological apparatus in which ritual purity was an index of social
hierarchy. The essay concludes by relating the theological rhetoric of the
“Summary” to the sociological register of the Jesuits’ missionizing strategies: the
text’s excoriation of Shinto doctrines governing pollution voices a historical moment
in which conversion was being pursued with success among precisely those social
classes whose affiliation with “impure” spaces and practices had rendered them
abject in the view of the native ideology. 
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Resumo

Os relatos da missão jesuítica do Japão (1549-c.1640) constituem a mais
antiga fonte de conhecimento ocidental sobre este país. Dentro deste corpus, o docu-
mento conhecido como o “Sumário dos erros em que os gentios do Japão vivem e
de algumas seitas gentílicas em que principalmente confiam” (1556) marca um
momento especial na representação da vida religiosa dos Japoneses pelos Jesuítas. 

Sendo uma comparação entre religiões, o “Sumário”, atribuido a um de dois
missionários, Cosme de Torres ou João Fernandes, classifica e avalia as religiões
japonesas de acordo com uma norma explícita - a do Cristianismo. Crenças e práti-
cas que contrariam a norma são identificadas, frequentemente por via de um
raciocínio subtil, como a acção do Demónio. Se os Japoneses, que pareciam ser pos-
suidores de inúmeras qualidades - uma “gente branca” descrita pelo fundador da
missão, São Francisco Xavier, como “prudentes e talentosos” - apesar de tudo per-
sistiam em práticas que os padres classificavam de perversas, isto era explicado
como sendo uma obra do diabo, em vez de ser entendido como características
próprias de um povo estranho e corrupto.

O “Sumário” define o Xintoísmo como uma religião independente do
Budismo, uma ideia que só se definiu formalmente na sociedade japonesa do século
XIX, com o novo enquadramento do Xintoísmo como uma ideologia nacionalista.
No entanto, os Jesuítas não foram o único grupo desta época a propor tal distinção,
pois há afirmações semelhantes em documentos medievais japoneses, incluindo
autores budistas e xintoístas. Semelhanças e diferenças podem ser distinguidas pela
comparação dos argumentos teológicos de ocidentais e japoneses.

Num esforço de contextualização, o autor atenta especialmente em duas
questões dos canones xintoístas que foram identificadas e contestadas pelo
“Sumário”: narrativas cosmogónicas e prescrições rituais que condicionavam as
noções de purificação e de poluição. Ao analisar a segunda questão é invocado o
argumento, comum entre historiadores japoneses, que os tabus relacionados com a
poluição funcionavam como um modelo ideológico em que o ritual de purificação
definia a hierarquia social. O estudo finaliza relacionando a retórica teológica do
“Sumário” com o registo sociológico das estratégias de missionação dos Jesuítas: a
análise sistemática das doutrinas xintoístas, no que respeita à poluição, marca um
momento histórico em que a conversão estava a decorrer com sucesso precisamente
entre os grupos sociais, cuja ligação a espaços e práticas impuras tinha-os tornado
abjectos de acordo com a ideologia nativa.
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